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Project report | African Crossroads 2018 (Marrakech, Morocco, 11 t/m 13 Dec 2018)

This report details the participation of Slow Research Lab at the African Crossroads 2018 conference, which
took place in Marrakech, Morocco in December 2018. At the invitation of the Stimuleringsfonds, we developed
new ways to present our project-in-progress ‘Learning With Tiznit,’ which has been awarded two rounds of
financing as part of the fund’s first Open Call Morocco program (2018-19).

Our contribution to African Crossroads 2018 was threefold:
1- INSTALLATION: A temporary pavilion comprised of wooden frames and 30sqm hand-dyed textile was
installed in the garden of Villa Janna (the location of the conference);
2- GRAPHIC MATERIAL: A poster introducing our project in Morocco (in four languages) and QR codes linking
to photographs and maps relating to our physical focus areas in the city of Tiznit.
3- PUBLIC PRESENTATION: Participation in a conference session called ‘The Future of African Cities,’ during
which architect and urbanist Nika Jazaei presented our project in Tiznit next to other, similar urban projects
from around the African continent.
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THE INSTALLATION

The decision to design and create a temporary pavilion with textile resulted in a combined work of art and
place-making gesture capturing the multidisciplinary nature of our core project team.
The making of the installation was an opportunity for us to re-read and re-create memories of the urban fabric,
as well as for members of our team to develop new skills of textile making that may applied later in the project.
The colors of the textile were chosen from both photographs and our visual memories of the Tiznit urban
fabric, with a focus on the road connecting the city’s ancient medina and its green oasis. We sought to express
the sensations and textures of a stroll along this road through a long span of hand-dyed,cotton textile – with
the long ribbon of fabric symbolically representing the length of the road.
The installation as a whole was conceived by Slow Research Lab director Carolyn F. Strauss together with Nika
Jazaei, who was the leader of this project. The textile and color palette were selected by Jazaei in collaboration
with designer Marijke Annema, with input from landscape architect Jana Crepon. Once those decisions were
finalized, Jazaei and Annema conducted the arduous process of hand-dying the vast length of textile. The
design and drawings for the wooden support structure of the pavilion were made by Rotterdam-based designer
Jonas Lutz. The structure itself was built by Marrakech-based artisan Jamal Ait Hssain, who delivered it to Villa
Janna on the day of the installation.
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GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION

Adjacent to the pavilion installation was a poster with a text introducing our project in four languages (French,
Arabic, Amazigh, and English), and also naming our team members and project partners.
Meanwhile, attched to the wooden frames of the installation were QR-code stickers pointing to web pages with
images and maps relating to the project’s focus locations in the city of Tiznit. Conference attendees remarked
to us about the value of this additional information, which in turn led to new and insightful conversations about
similar initiatives relating to water and landscape in the MENA region and beyond.
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SHARING KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCES
Our participation at African Crossroads was designed to share our experiences-to-date in Tiznit on matters of
‘Slow’ urbanism, including landscape and water management, the preservation of tangible and intangible
heritage, questions of social equity, and issues of climate resilience.
During the conference session focused on ‘The Future of African Cities,’ architect and urbanist Nika Jazaei
(who represented our team at African Crossroads 2018) was given time to elaborate about the key elements
and challenges of our project. Sharing this with other teams from different countries and disciplines created
new awareness and a deepening of understanding for all who participated.
On December 13th, our pavilion installation spontaneously hosted a session on ‘Women in Technology,’ where
young African women working in technology around the world shared their experiences. The choice of our
pavilion for this session was especially synchronistic, since the project in Tiznit has a strong focus on women’s
roles in knowledge exchange within and across generations.

OVERALL IMPRESSIONS AND REFLECTIONS
African Crossroads was a unique opportunity to share our project in Tiznit with a diverse audience from all over
the African continent. It allowed us to learn firsthand about a range of exciting initiatives, and enabled exposure
to a broader network and set of possibilities for expanding the kind of work we are doing, both in Southern
Morocco and elsewhere.
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In addition to the many stimulating individuals and organizations we encountered, it was great to make
meaningful contact with projects supported by Hivos and Stimuleringsfonds that have a similar focus to ours,
including: Omar Nagati’s informality project in Cairo and his collaboration with Rene Boer, based in Amsterdam;
and Zahira Asmal the founder of ‘The City Agency,’ a research, publishing and place-making agency that
celebrates diversity and debate on a cross-continental scale.
Following the conference, a chain of emails between conference participants ensued, as well as the formation
of social media groups. There, new ideas have been discussed and new networks formed, which hopefully can
lead to a deepening of relationships and the possibility of future collaborations.

Last but not least…
THE FUTURE OF THE INSTALLATION

After the 3-days of the conference, the installation was taken to our Moroccan partner’s base in Tiznit, where a
workshop in the Targua oasis was scheduled to begin a few days later. For that purpose, two pieces of the
textile were cut and mounted on wooden T-frames to serve as flags/markers of our project’s presence in the
city. This has now been the case for two successful workshops conducted in the oasis of Tiznit.
The remaining span of textile and the main wooden structure currently are safely stored with our partner in
Tiznit. The installation will be re-activated in the city during a large-scale public celebration in April 2019 and
again for an exhibition scheduled to open in June 2019.

